This paper classifies and reviews the available algorithms to blind signal separation (BSS) problem. Based on the separation criteria, we broadly divide all the reviewed algorithms into four categories, namely: classical adaptive, higher-order statistics based, information theory based algorithms and others. For algorithms which might fall into more than one category, categorizing is made according to their main features. Most of the algorithms reviewed in this paper are benchmarks in BSS area. Many BSS algorithms use neural networks to perform the Learning rules, probably because neural networks are powerful in nonlinear mapping and learning ability.
INTRODUCTION
BSS is to recover independent sources given sensor outputs in which the sources have been mixed by unknown channels. Many different approaches to BSS have been attempted by numerous researchers using neural networks, machine learning, higher-order statistics, minimum mutual information, entropy maximization, beam-forming and adaptive noise cancellation, each claiming various degrees of success. This paper reviews the available algorithms to the BSS problem. Based on the separation criteria, we broadly divide all the reviewed algorithms into four categories, namely: classical adaptive, higher order statistics (HOS) based, information theory based algorithms and others. Some algorithms may fall into more than one category, such as Comon's independent component analysis (ICA) [I] which defined a higher-order cumulants contrast function derived from Kullhack divergence distance (information theory). In these cases, categorizing is made according to their main features. Most of the algorithms reviewed in this paper are benchmarks in BSS area.
Classical adaptive filter based algorithms are those traditional methods developed in signal processing area. The selected representatives are introduced in section 2. HOS based and information theory based algorithms belong to ICA techniques, Section 3 and 4 will introduce these methods, respectively. Section 5 reviews some other algorithms, which also play very important roles in solving the BSS problem.
CLASSICAL ADAPTIVE ALGORITHMS T O BSS PROBLEM
Many early algorithms to the BSS problem were developed in signal processing field.
Herault and Jutten Algorithm
This is the earliest solution to the blind signal separation ' problem given by Herault and Junen [2] . The original algorithm was a two-inputhvo-output (two sensorsltwo sources) network called HJ network for BSS. Herault and Jutten assumed that the source signals are linearly mixed. They proposed a feedback network structure matrix C, which can invert the mixing combinations, x(l). The cascading of the mixing matrix A and the feedback network C, results in the following relation between the estimates of the sources, y(lj and the observations, 
Signal Separation by Output Decorrelation
The objective of output decorrelation is to produce uncorrelated outputs y j by minimizing a cost function of an arbitrary number of cross-correlation lags (the differences of time instances). The approach uses only second order moments, thus in theory it has limited separating capabilities when compared with HOS methods. However, its simplicity, fast convergence rate and goad performance make it particularly suitable for tackling the separation problems that require real-time responses.
[3] suggested an iterative scheme for solving 2x2 linear time invariant problem together with a frequency domain equivalent. For the two-input/two-output case, a cost function, using decorrelation as the criterion, is defined which equals the sum of the squares of the cross-correlations of the outputs Y , and y2. Denoting:
where I is the lag of the time delay. The cost function C is therefore: 
HIGHER ORDER STATISTICS BASED ALGORITHMS
Most of HOS based algorithms use cumulants, especially the fourth-order cumulants because of their convenient linear properties and their relations to the entropy.
Burel's Multilayer Neural Network
Based on HJ network, Burel [6] proposed to use a multi-layer neural network to construct the function E(). The neural network performs signal separation by adapting its weights to minimize a cost function that is designed to make each output have a mean of zero and a variance of unity, and make the outputs independent. The derivation of the cost function is quite mathematically involved. Burel's multi-layer neural network algorithm is also the first algorithm addressing nonlinear mixing model. Good results for separating linear and nonlinear mixed signals were reported in his paper.
Comon's 1CA
Pierre Comon [I] is the first to address the problem of ICA, in a thoroughly mathematical way. The central issue in Comon's ICA is the definition of a contrast function q~(~, ) o f a n-dimensional probability density function (PDF) ps for the source vector s.
Comon showed that the maximisation of the following function leads to source separation:
with respect to an orthogonal matrix transformation Q, for every pair i, j of the n input signals. Cumjtji is the fourth order cumulant of signal si. 
Fixed-point Algorithms
Hyvarinen and his c+workeF have introduced afamily of fixedpoint algorithms. The memhen of this family are differentiated firstly by the algorithmic approach and secondly hy the contrast function used. The key to all the variations is to find independent components hy separately maximising the negentropy of each mixture [9] . There are mainly two algorithmic approaches, the symmetric approach and deflation approach, in the fixed-point algorithm class. The symmetric approach uses a modified rule for the update of the unmixing matrix W that enables simultaneous separation of all independent components, whereas the deflation approach updates the columns of W individually, finding the independent components one at a time. Either of these approaches is able to use almost any non-quadratic contrast function to provide estimates of negentropy [9] . The original algorithm use kurtosis, hut more recent versions use the hyperbolic tangent, exponential or cuhic functions.
The update rule for the deflation method is given by:
where E[.] is the expectation operation, w'@) is the complex conjugate of w(k), g can be any suitable non-linear contrast function, with derivative g', and Cis the covariance matrix of the mixes, x.
INFORMATION THEORY BASED ALGORITHMS
Information theory based algorithms mainly include entropy maximization and mutual information minimization.
Bell and Sejnowski's Information Maximization
The information maximisation algorithm (often known as Infomax) developed hy Bell and Sejnowski [IO] catalysed a surge of interest in using information theory to perform BSS. They proposed in 1995 an adaptive learning algorithm that maximizes the information passed through a neural network, and showed that the neural network is capable of resolving the independent components in the inputs, that is, the neural network can perform independent component analysis. 
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The sigmoid function is used as the transfer function in the paper. The algorithm successfully separated up to ten sources. However, the Infomax algorithm is limited to separate sources with superGaussian distributions.
The Extended Infomax Algorithm
The purpose of the extended lnfomax algorithm [ I l l is to provide a simple learning d e with a fixed nonlinearity that can separate sources with a variety of distributions. [ l l ] generalised the learning rule to sources with either sub-or super-Gaussian distributions. The learning algorithm is
is the hyperbolic tangent; K, are e" +e-'
here: tanh(u) = -e" -e-"
elements of the n-dimensional diagonal matrix K. This rule speeds up the algorithm by removing the computationally expensive matrix inversion in Bell and Sejnowski's algorithm.
OTHER ALGORITHMS
There are many other algorithms having been played very important roles in solving BSS problem.
The Approaches in Frequency Domain
Unlike the previous introduced algorithms, these approaches operate in the frequency domain instead of the time domain. The inputs are transformed to the frequency domain using Fourier Transform. In frequency domain, Smaragdis [I31 used a bank of separation networks to separate the Fourier coeficients, which are linearly mixed. The separated bins are then transformed hack to the time domain to give back the Original sources. Moving to the frequency domain allows us to implement the separation filters using fast convolution algorithms which are well developed in signal processing area.
A problem for the approaches in frequency domain is to obtain a uniform permutation for the m i x i n g matrices over all frequency bins. In the time domain, arbitrary permutation and scaling of the outputs are allowed in BSS algorithms. However, in the frequency domain processing, different permutation at different frequencies lead to mixing of signals in the final outputs. Also different scaling at different frequencies leads to distortion of the frequency specbum of the output signals.
Nonlinear,lCA
Researchers have very recently started addressing the ICA formulation to nonlinear mixing models. There are a large group of nonlinear ICA papers in ICA'2001 conference.
The proposed nonlinear ICA methods can be roughly divided into two classes of approaches. The first class of methods is an obvious extension to the linear ICA models where nonlinear mixing models are added to the linear models and the task is to find the inverse of the linear models as well as the inverse of the nonlinear models [I I]. The nonlincarities are often parameterised allowing limited flexibility. The second class of methods to the nonlinear ICA problem using self-organising maps (SOM) were proposed by Lin and Cowan [14] and several other research groups. Their approaches were more flexible to some extent parameter-free which allows greater freedom of nonlinear representation. SOM constitutes a class of vector quantizers that impose a prescribed topological order on the reference vectors.
Semi-Blind Signal Separation
In certain applications some source signals involved in the signal mixing process are known, such as in a teleconferencing setup, where the loudspeakers' signals are accessible. This situation is referred to as spatially semi-blind source separation. For some reason, semi-BSS has remained a rather limited and narrow research effort. Only very a few papers claim to address such general problems. It is suspected that the known information, such as the characteristics of microphones and locations of the sources and microphones, is diffcult to be determined in real environment and often subject to some conditions. ,
CONCLUSION
This paper classifies and reviews the available algorithms to the BSS problem. Many algorithms discussed in the paper are benchmarks in BSS area.
